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CIRCULAR TO SHAREHOLDERS 

The success of our long term growth strategy is reflected by our 

track record and supported by industry based ownership  

17 March 2016 
 

 

Shareholders may have seen an article in the Australian Financial Review this week, as attached, highlighting further 

views of the private equity company, VGI, in relation to BML’s investment in the Perth Markets. It is important to note 

that BML’s interest in Perth Markets Limited is consistent with our long term strategy of building on BML’s core business 

of owning, developing and managing Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Markets – which in turn continues to deliver strong 

returns and growth to BML Shareholders. 

BML worked very closely with the fresh produce industry in WA for over 12 months in the lead up to the successful 

acquisition of Perth Markets, securing a 45% stake and one Board position.  BML’s investment was part of an industry 

based bid and the Board composition includes investors, industry stakeholders and three expertise based independent 

directors. This composition is supported by BML as being very appropriate given our long term investment outlook and 

our inclusive industry based approach to the ownership and management of the site. 

The benefit of BML’s strategy of re-investment in its core business under an industry based structure is, in our view, 

reflected in the company’s track record of delivering profit and dividend growth. 

BML also notes that the Brismark Board continues to reiterate that it sees no reason to change its consistent position to 

not support VGI’s hostile takeover bid.  As far as BML is aware, there has been a very low level of acceptance of VGI’s 

offer, indicating that BML’s shareholder support for the current ownership and management structure remains very 

strong. 
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